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SO, WHAT’S HAPPENING AT THE SHED?

As Dennis mentioned above, a few projects have recently been 
finished off, (bit of a backlog!) Here’s a set of bollards requested by the 

SA Whale Centre, to help with a Virtual Reality exhibit they are 
developing, which Darryl’s been working on. They’ll still be using our 

Whale Boat for showing videos.

Max has been helping out building some display 
brackets for some of these glass “guns”, for the 
RSL (I think!) Not sure what he did with the 
beverage that was in it!? Whiskey I think. Any good 
Max?

Dennis, here assisted by Darryl, has 
created a fund raising board, for the Horse 

Trams. Put your money in the slot and 
watch it go!
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A FEW POINTS FROM EL PRESIDENTE (DENNIS!)
We have decided to postpone any future committee meetings until such time as the 
restrictions for covid-19 have been lifted or there is a very urgent case for a meeting. Any 
pressing issues will be handled by the Executive, but contact Dennis if necessary. 

As you may be aware, we are contacting some members via phone or email to see how 
they are travelling. If you would like to be included in receiving calls from one of the 
committee, (and haven’t heard from anyone yet) please let Alan T (0414560253) or 
Dennis (0413006307) know. 

We have been attempting to catch up on some of the 'projects' but for health & safety 
reasons have been restricting access to the shed to a maximum of 3 people at a time. 
These are now under control but please do not just rock up to the Shed without talking 
to Dennis first. 

In the meantime stay safe! 

VICTOR HARBOR MEN’S SHED 
WORKING SHOULDER TO SHOULDER
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Joe was spotted “ironing” on 
some edge strip for a project. 
We don’t think it was their 
iron from home, but whatever 
you do, don’t let on to his 
wife, Gillian! She didn’t know 
he could iron!!  

I got a note from Darryl:
“I thought we could run a men's shed competition while on this forced break.  Ask 
the members to send in a photo and description of things they are doing at home instead 
of going to the shed. We can give a prize for the best one! (eg a cutting board).” 
So send your pics, & a little description, to me, at 

livingstone384@icloud.com

In that vein, I heard from Bill Eden (one of our wood turning gurus) about some projects 
he’d been creating. Thought some may be interested.

Here are a few of the woodturning 
projects I have been working on 
recently. At left is a bowl turned from a 
railway sleeper given to me by Trevor 
Larner. The natural top edge has been 
left on for effect. This was one of the 
hardest pieces of timber I have turned 
with constant trips to the grinder to 
resharpen tools. Not sure what the 
timber is but suspect some sort of 
Eucalypt.

Next is a lidded box turned from Camphor 
Laurel with the lid made from Poplar and the 
knob on top from a piece of Red Gum. Every 
time the lid is popped the camphor smell is 
released.

To be continued, next Newsletter.
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Planning ahead, to early next year, we heard from an orienteering group who want to use 
our Shed as part of their course one weekend. They may want to use our toilet facilities, 
we could help them by providing a Sausage Sizzle, and they have suggested we may 
have some members who’d like to join in the event, for a bit of fun with map and compass 
and some walking in the area. 
Watch this space! 

I'm so excited - it's time to take out the garbage. What should I wear? 

IDEAS TO HELP YOU DEAL WITH THE CORONAVIRUS

A message from our “resident psychologist“, Ron Ritter:

There’s a lot of information about social distancing and managing exposure to COVID-19. 
Not so much readily available from Government on how to keep yourself together and 
preserve your mental health. We seem to be short on how to manage escalating anxiety 
and keep yourself rational and mentally well in the context of dealing with an illness that 
can have dreadful consequences while you are socially isolated. 

This is the most appropriate help I can find to pass on and recommend as a psychologist 
from among the reputable and reliable sources available- there will be things in it you can 
put in the Newsletter:

https://www.lifeline.org.au/get-help/topics/mental-health-and-wellbeing-during-the-
coronavirus-covid-19-outbreak

(I’ve had a look at the website, and it’s worth having a read - some useful ideas! Just click 
on the above link, or copy and paste it into your browser, Google, etc - John).

I used to spin that toilet paper like I was on Wheel of Fortune. Now I turn it like I'm cracking a safe. 

SAD NEWS

One of our members, and also a member of Adare and a “retired” minister, Rodger 
Bassham, passed away last Friday, following a severe heart attack several days before. 
He was a great bloke, always cheerful and positive, a very active & appreciated member 
of Adare Church, still serving, helping & guiding others with compassion & expertise. He 
will be greatly missed. Due to COVID-19 restrictions Rodger’s funeral  will be a small 
family gathering. Our thoughts & sympathy are with Rodger’s wife Marlene & family in 
their sad loss. Such a difficult time, when so many would like to say their farewells, and 
celebrate a life well lived.

Also heard some sad news from Ken Duggan, who sent me an email recently:
“…..I don't know if you remember big Jack Thiele who was a member for a while and 
couldn't come anymore because he had his leg amputated, 
Well I just received word that he had his other leg removed yesterday and he is not doing 
too well and because he was living alone I don't think he will be coming home again.  Sad 
news”.
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VHMS CROSSWORD NUMBER ONE
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Across Down

4. Lots of sizes 1. What year did we open the new shed

6. Timber 2. You Can read it at the beach

7. He's a Menace 3. You can't pick this saw up

10. The Old Trusty Tool 5. This number is a company not a crowd

14. Loves his Treasures 8. Vodka on the Flat

15. Not a Lot 9. It's not for square cuQng

16. This Joe has many faces 11. We all have at least one of these

18. Some Chins are like this 12. Don't leave it

19. Without them in the machine shop you would choke 13. Where is our shed

20.Cuts curves 17. What metal object does the twist

21. The Shed is open to 22. Special training

23. Takes lots of benches

24. Our MoWo
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For those who wondered just how 
big that “doll’s house” of Ken’s was, 
he put this shot on FaceBook!!! 
Wow!!!!

Late News: just heard from Darryl, they have a lot of wooden model cars, trucks, etc 
waiting for a paint job.  If you're interested in taking a batch of these home to finish off, 
complete with paints & brushes, please give Darryl a call asap (0458555569) to arrange 
when to collect them from him.

HUGE thanks to Darryl for his contributions of 
the word finder & crossword to the Newsletter, 
as well as to Bill, Dennis, Allan & others for their 
additions.

Hoping you all had a happy (if peaceful) Easter!
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Cheers, John.

To contact me, send photos or 
unsubscribe - 
Ph: 0411027903
Email: livingstone384@icloud.com


